
Heavy Ion Alert’s Response to the Control Committees

In response to the reply received from the Control Committees, Heavy Ion Alert would like 
to make the following points:

The Control Committees should read the arguments in a submission before 
replying to it

The Control Committees of the Swiss Federal Assembly play an essential role in ensuring 
that the Federal Administration is accountable to the Swiss people. It is encouraging that 
the Committees call upon citizens to inform them of deficiencies in the functioning of the 
Swiss Government [1]. It is unlikely, however, that these committees will be able to fulfil 
their role if they do not read the most important parts of the submissions they receive. The 
first three pages of Heavy Ion Alert’s submission [2] to the Committees describe in detail 
the issue of possible strangelet production at the LHC. Not once in the whole submission 
are black holes specifically mentioned – though of course the risks related to this are also 
in need of independent review. Yet, the reply from the Control Committees [3] refers only 
to ‘tiny black holes’, and makes no mention at all of strangelets.

The Control Committees should examine the role of the State Secretariat for 
Education, Research and Innovation

The reply from the Committees states that CERN is not under their supervision. While it is  
true that CERN is not under their direct supervision, the State Secretariat for Education, 
Research and Innovation (SERI), which handles the Federal Government’s funding and 
participation  in  CERN  [4,5],  is  most  certainly  under  the  supervision  of  the  Control 
Committees. What the Control Committees need to examine is how the Secretariat could 
contribute hundreds of millions of Swiss francs to a major international  project  without  
verifying that it would be safe for both Switzerland and the world.

The  Control  Committees  should  investigate  why  the  Government  did  not 
notice that LHC safety arguments are contradicted by CERN scientists

The need for a review of this case is highlighted by the insecure nature of the current  
safety arguments for the LHC – given the various clear contradictions between CERN’s 
official safety assurances and the independent statements of its scientists. This regards 
the likely production of strangelets; the possible production of negative strangelets; the 
stability of small strangelets; the existence of experimental evidence for strangelets etc.,  
which were discovered and documented by Heavy Ion Alert [6] through a straightforward 
review of the relevant scientific literature – a standard procedure that should be expected 
of any government agency involved in such a project. The fact that the Government is 
unaware of these issues – or is denying awareness of them – strongly suggests that there 
is  no  effective  system of  regulation  within  the  State  Secretariat  responsible  for  Swiss 
participation in the LHC.

The  Federal  Council’s  failure  to  recognize  clear  conflicts  of  interest  is  a 
matter of serious concern

With respect to the Federal Council’s statement that the LHC Safety Assessment Group 
(LSAG) is composed of CERN-independent experts [7], the Control  Committees assert 
that,  ‘There  is  no  documented  evidence  whatsoever  that  the  Federal  Council  had 
intentionally  misinformed  the  Federal  Assembly’  [3].  The  Control  Committees  do  not 
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indicate whether they had actually used their investigative powers to verify this claim, but 
even if  it  is true, it  is perhaps even more shocking that the Federal Council  could not  
recognize  the  glaring  conflicts  of  interest  of  the  LSAG members  [2,8].  If  the  Federal 
Council was not able to tell, for example, that such a prominent representative of CERN as 
Professor John Ellis [9-15] is not a ‘CERN-independent expert’,  then it  seems that the 
Council is far too easily fooled on such matters. Clearly, there was no justification at all for 
claiming that LSAG members were 'CERN-independent experts'.

There were no grounds to justify CERN staff drafting an ‘independent’ safety report

Regarding the Control Committees’ suggestion that perhaps it was appropriate for CERN 
to be responsible for updating the 2003 safety report  ‘in the light of  new experimental 
results collected at CERN’ [3], we would point out that no relevant experimental results 
were collected at CERN itself during this period. The new experimental results which the 
LSAG report refers to took place over 6000 km away at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
(RHIC) in Long Island, New York [16]. Those results were all publicly available, so there 
was no special reason to involve CERN scientists in the process. 

The conflicts of interest in this case should be considered a major scandal

As quoted in our original submission, law professor Eric E. Johnson argues that:
It is remarkable to think for a moment how CERN’s situation might be viewed if, 
instead  of  operating  a  particle  accelerator,  CERN  was  a  developer  of 
pharmaceuticals. If a pharmaceutical firm attempted to take a drug to market based 
on the safety assessment of a panel of five of its employees, who in turn relied on 
the scientific work of one employee and one other scientist with a pending visiting 
position with the firm—it would be a scandal of epic proportions. [17]

Do the Control Committees truly believe that this issue, one which involves the safety not 
only of Switzerland, but of the whole world, is not a scandal worthy of their attention?

The Government should be careful upon whom it relies for its information

An important systemic issue related to the Federal Government’s participation in CERN 
and other international collaborations is the question of who the Government relies on for 
its  information.  For  many  projects,  the  Government  appoints  an  individual  from  the 
relevant department to serve on the project’s governing board. As a member of the board, 
that individual participates in the decision-making process and may, over time, develop a 
sense of loyalty to the project and pride in their own involvement. Problems can arise,  
however, when a governing board reaches a collective decision on a controversial issue.  
Can the individual that the Government had appointed be relied on for a complete and  
unbiased  briefing  on  the  matter,  or  will  his  or  her  report  be  slanted  in  favour  of  the 
collective decision? Does the Government rely on only that person for its information, or is 
there a robust procedure to independently verify his or her input? For example, when the 
Federal  Council  told  the  Federal  Assembly  that,  ‘CERN  Council  also  regards  it  as 
absolutely essential to accurately understand the possible risks involved in the operation of  
the LHC’ [7], was it because the Federal Council had objectively determined that this was 
CERN’s strong moral position, or was the Federal Council simply repeating the words of a 
CERN Council member?

To see that this is not a purely theoretical concern, consider the following claim made by a 
member of CERN’s Council prior to the start-up of the LHC. Dr Jean-Pierre Ruder was at 
that  time  the  head  of  Multilateral  Research  Cooperation  in  the  State  Secretariat  for 
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Education and Research (the predecessor of  SERI) [18,19] and had for several  years 
been one of the Swiss representatives on CERN’s Council [20,21]. To reassure the Swiss 
public  about  the  safety  of  the  LHC,  Dr  Ruder  apparently  informed  Blick.ch  that  an 
independent  commission of  scientists  from around the world  had recalculated CERN’s 
calculations three times forwards and backwards [19]. In reality, there has never been an 
independent commission that has verified CERN’s safety arguments for the LHC. At best,  
Dr Ruder was referring to the Scientific Policy Committee (SPC) of CERN, which for the 
purpose of claiming some independence in the LHC’s review process, CERN had been 
trying to bill as an independent body [22]. The SPC is, in fact, a subsidiary body of CERN’s 
Council  [23] and an integral part of the management structure of the organization. In the 
very same session of Council in which the SPC presented its oral briefing about the safety  
of the LHC, it also presented and received unanimous approval for its draft budget for 
CERN for 2009 and its medium-term plan for the organization for 2009–2013 [24,25]. By 
no stretch of the imagination can the SPC be considered an ‘independent commission’ in  
relation to the LHC or any other activity of CERN – a fact that any member of CERN’s  
Council would know. If a Council member could wilfully mislead the Swiss public about the 
independence of the safety review process for the LHC, what would stop him or her from 
also trying to mislead the Swiss public’s representatives sitting in the Federal Assembly?

The  personal  interests  of  Swiss  delegates  to  CERN’s  Council  should  be 
thoroughly investigated

A  further  issue  of  concern  is  the  possibility  that  personal  interests  influenced  the 
judgement and conduct of the Swiss representatives on CERN’s Council. At the time of the  
approval of the LSAG report, the two Swiss representatives on the Council were Professor  
Ulrich Straumann from the University of Zürich [26] and the previously mentioned Dr Jean-
Pierre Ruder from the State Secretariat [21]. Within a fortnight of the Council’s approval of 
the LSAG’s flawed safety report, Professor Straumann and Dr Ruder began their terms as 
‘Project Leader’ and ‘Project Administrator’, respectively, of a new multimillion-CHF project 
entitled, ‘C-15 Swiss Centre of Advanced Studies in Particle Physics in the LHC Era’ [27-
29]. Since this project was predicated on there being an ‘LHC Era’,  one can naturally 
wonder whether they had put their personal interests ahead of their country and the world 
in giving a green light to the LHC on the basis of  a suspect safety report.  This is an  
important conflict of interest which the Control Committees should thoroughly investigate.

The  Government  cannot  allow  the  academic  community  to  take  all  the 
responsibility for identifying potential risks of research projects

A broader systemic issue is the degree to which the Federal Government is leaving it for 
the academic community to flag up potential safety concerns regarding the LHC or other 
scientific  experiments.  As  noted  in  Heavy  Ion  Alert’s  submission  to  the  Control 
Committees, in a December 2007 edition of ‘CMS Times’ (the newsletter of the LHC’s 
‘Compact  Muon Solenoid’ collaboration),  a  scientist  with  the  CASTOR detector  plainly 
stated that strangelets ‘are likely to be produced’ in heavy ion collisions at the LHC [30]. 
Less than seven months later, however, the official safety report for the LHC claimed that it  
is practically impossible to produce strangelets in heavy ion collisions at LHC energies 
[31]. As a specific example, it calculated that even if the LHC were to run for the entire 
lifetime  of  the  Universe,  the  chances  of  it  producing  a  single  A=10  strangelet  (i.e.  a 
strangelet with a mass of approximately 10 protons) would be less than one in a thousand. 
At  no  point  did  the  official  safety  report  even  mention  that  there  was,  and  still  is,  a 
specialized detector dedicated to observing strangelets produced at the LHC [32]. Thus 
far, no scientist associated with CERN, CMS, or any of the other LHC experiments has 
publicly called for CERN to reconcile these contradictory positions. Moreover, to the best  
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of our knowledge, not a single member of the worldwide particle physics community has 
dared to raise this issue in a public forum. The State Secretary for SERI has stated that his  
Department gives 'great importance . . . to ensuring the autonomy and direct responsibility'  
of researchers, and that, ‘for the most part, policy makers do not interfere with academic 
activities’  [33].  While  such  an  approach  may  be  politically  convenient,  this  case 
demonstrates  that  this  policy  is  wholly  inadequate  for  regulating  the  potential  risks  of  
unprecedented experiments. 

An effective regulatory system is needed for unprecedented experiments

The  Control  Committees  concluded  their  reply  with  the  assertion  that  none  of  our 
allegations  'constitutes  a  systemic  problem  which  would  justify  an  intervention  of 
parliamentary supervision' [3]. In this letter, however, we have so far provided evidence of 
several major systemic problems. Another such critical systemic problem is the lack of a 
regulatory system for extreme and unprecedented events. While a myriad of aspects of 
everyday life  are  subject  to  a  well-defined and sometimes onerous regulatory regime, 
there is a gaping hole when it comes to the regulation of potentially catastrophic situations.  
For example, the official environmental impact study for the LHC devotes over 14 pages to  
analysing the visual consequences of LHC-related buildings, but not one to assessing the  
potential risks associated with producing new forms of matter [34]. The two safety reports 
subsequently produced by CERN [35,8] were not actually prepared as part of any official 
regulatory framework and were not subject to a process of formal external review involving 
public  consultations.  Rather,  they  appear  to  have  been  produced  in  order  to  fit  with 
CERN’s  public  relations  strategy  to  ensure  the  unimpeded  start-up  of  the  LHC  [22]. 
Developing a reliable framework for avoiding potentially catastrophic or existential risks is 
urgently needed not only for the LHC, but also for other areas of scientific research and 
experimentation.

A special effort must be made for the regulation of international projects

This challenge is even more pressing when it comes to regulating international research 
projects. However inadequate the framework to avoid these risks may be at a national  
level, such  protection  is  reduced  to  practically  nothing  at  the  international  level.  As 
mentioned in our submission, Heavy Ion Alert had been informed by the U.S. Department 
of  Energy  that,  ‘After  a  detailed  application  process,  operation  of  the  LHC has  been 
approved  by  the  nuclear  regulatory  authorities  of  the  host  countries,  Switzerland  and 
France’ [2].  Other  countries  have  also  assumed that  Switzerland,  the  primary  host  of 
CERN, has conscientiously taken all possible measures to ensure the safety of the LHC 
and other CERN experiments. Furthermore, it is stated  in Article 26 of the Switzerland-
CERN Treaty : 'Nothing in the present Agreement shall affect the right of the Swiss Federal  
Council  to take the precautions necessary for the security of Switzerland'  [36].  On the 
other hand, the Federal Council has explicitly told the Federal Assembly that Switzerland 
incurs no international liability for the actions or omissions of the organization, and CERN 
itself is responsible for any damage it might cause [37]. We are left, then, with a situation in 
which it  appears  that  no  elected official  has  accepted any direct  responsibility  for  the 
potential risks of the LHC. This situation is a threat to everyone, and must be addressed as  
soon as possible.
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The Control Committees’ initiative to evaluate the independence of regulatory and 
supervisory bodies should be expanded to cover the issues we have raised

On a positive note, we very much welcome the recent decision of the Control Committees 
to evaluate the independence of Swiss regulatory and supervisory bodies [38].  This is 
definitely a step in the right direction. However, it appears that this investigation is limited  
to  assessing  the  independence of  bodies  that  presently  exist,  and it  will  not  examine 
situations where there is effectively no regulatory structure at all. As described above, for 
the catastrophic risks potentially associated with certain international experiments, this is a 
particularly acute problem. We would urge the Control Committees to help address this 
gap by formally investigating the issues that Heavy Ion Alert has brought to their attention.

The  Federal  Assembly  and  the  Federal  Council  should  commission  a  truly 
independent  and  interdisciplinary  panel  of  experts  to  examine  the  safety 
arguments for the LHC

Finally, we call upon both the Federal Assembly and the Federal Council to establish a 
robust regulatory framework for the LHC. It is of no benefit to the Swiss people or the rest 
of  humanity  to  say  that  Switzerland  is  not  liable  for  any  damage  caused  by  CERN. 
Switzerland retains an undeniable obligation to ensure that experiments at CERN do not 
endanger  its  citizens  or  the  planet.  That  obligation  cannot  be  fulfilled  without  first  
addressing the documented flaws [6] in the current safety report for the LHC. We strongly 
urge the Federal Assembly and the Federal Council to commission a truly independent 
and interdisciplinary panel of experts [39] which, along with a remit to consider LHC safety 
critical submissions from the public, would closely examine the existing safety arguments 
that support operation of the LHC. The LHC programme of high-energy collisions should 
only be permitted to recommence if this panel finds that those arguments are rigorous and 
reliable.
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published August 1984, 94pp. pdf, CERN-TH-3943/84, DESY 84-071, doi: 10.5170/CERN-1984-010-
V-2.393; ch. XII, pp. 393–453 in Large Hadron Collider in the LEP Tunnel, Proc. ECFA-CERN 
Workshop, Lausanne and Geneva, Switzerland, 21–27 March 1984, Ed. M. Jacob (CERN, Geneva, 
5 September 1984) Vol. II, 234pp. pdf, CERN 84-10, ECFA 84/85, doi: 10.5170/CERN-1984-010-V-2

For special recognition of J. Ellis’ contribution in the concluding remarks of the Workshop’s Open 
Meeting at CERN, see in the same volume:
C. Rubbia, ‘Concluding Remarks’, pp. 363–365, doi: 10.5170/CERN-1984-010-V-2.363

For special recognition of J. Ellis’ contribution in the official summary report of the Workshop, see:
G. Brianti, W. Hoogland, M. Jacob, C. Joseph, J. Mulvey, C. Rubbia, and J. Sacton (Organizing 
Committee), ‘Summary Report’, for the 'Workshop on the Feasibility of Hadron Colliders in the LEP 
Tunnel', Lausanne and CERN, Switzerland, 21–27 March 1984, (CERN, Geneva, April? 1984) 78pp. 
pdf, CERN-PRE 84-008, doi: 10.5170/CERN-1984-010-V-1.1; partially reprinted as: G. Brianti et al., 
‘Summary Report’, pp. 1–17 in Large Hadron Collider in the LEP Tunnel, Proc. ECFA-CERN 
Workshop, Lausanne and Geneva, Switzerland, 21–27 March 1984, Ed. M. Jacob (CERN, Geneva, 
5 September 1984) Vol. I, 352pp. pdf, CERN 84-10, ECFA 84/85, doi: 10.5170/CERN-1984-010-V-1

[14] Concerning two of Professor Ellis’ presentations about the LHC (2003, 2006), see:

For ‘Celebrating CERN’s discoveries and looking into the future’ Conference (2003), see:
J. Ellis, ‘Physics at the LHC’, plenary presentation, doi: 10.1007/978-3-662-12779-7_6; ch. 6, pp. 
89–100 in Prestigious Discoveries at CERN: 1973 Neutral Currents 1983 W & Z Bosons, Eds. 
R. Cashmore, L. Maiani, and J.-P. Revol (Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2004) xx, 190pp., doi: 
10.1007/978-3-662-12779-7, ISBN: 978-3-540-20750-4 (hardcover), ISBN: 978-3-642-05855-4 
(softcover), ISBN: 978-3-662-12779-7 (ebook); also published in Eur. Phys. J. C 34(1–2) (1 May 
2004, online 4 May 2004) pp. 51–56, doi: 10.1140/epjc/s2004-01766-8; first published as: J. Ellis, 
‘Physics at the LHC’, pp. 85–95 in Proc. Symposium celebrating the Anniversary of CERN’s 
Discoveries and a Look into the Future: 1973: Neutral Currents 1983: W± & Z0 Bosons, CERN, 
Geneva, 16 September 2003 (CERN, Geneva, 1 December 2003) 200pp. pdf, CERN-EP-2003-073, 
CERN-TH-2003-281, CDS: 741349

Video of part of presentation, see:
J. Ellis, ‘Session 3’, video podcast of first part of lecture, recorded at Celebrating CERN’s discoveries 
and looking into the future, CERN, Geneva, 16 September 2003, 14:00 (CERN, Geneva, 2003) 
34mins 22secs, starting at 17mins 23secs (full lecture not shown), 
<http://cds.cern.ch/record/1563862> [accessed 17 October 2014]

For Professor Ellis’ concluding talk at the ‘Physics at LHC’ Conference (2006), see: 
J. Ellis, ‘Physics at LHC’, concluding talk, Proc. Physics at LHC, Cracow, Poland, 3–8 July 2006, 
Acta Phys. Pol. B 38(3) (March 2007) pp. 1071–1090, CERN-PH-TH/2006-239, 
<http://www.actaphys.uj.edu.pl/_cur/store/vol38/pdf/v38p1071.pdf>, arXiv: hep-ph/0611237 (17 
November 2006), bibcode: 2007AcPPB..38.1071E; presentation slides

For Professor Ellis’ article in CERN Courier summarizing his presentation, see:
J. Ellis, ‘The LHC: illuminating the high-energy frontier’, CERN Courier 47(4) (May 2007, online 30 
April 2007) pp. 29–33, CDS: 1734068, <http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29893> [accessed 16 
October 2014]

For a report in CERN Courier about the 2006 ‘Physics at LHC’ Conference, see:
K. Fialkowski, ‘Cracow meeting looks forward to the LHC’, CERN Courier 46(10) (December 2006, 
online 6 December 2006) pp. 29–30, CDS: 1733876, 
<http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29781> [accessed 16 October 2014]
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[15] For just a few of the articles over the years describing Professor Ellis’ plans and expectations for the 
LHC, see:

J. Ellis, ‘Where are we coming from? What are we? Where are we going?’, invited talk, 
CERN-TH/95-28, arXiv: hep-ph/9503426v1 (24 March 1995), bibcode: 1995hep.ph....3426E; pp. 
325–339 in Proc. 4th International Conference on Physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM-IV), 
Granlibakken, California, 13–18 December 1994, Eds. J.F. Gunion, T. Han, and J. Ohnemus (World 
Scientific, Singapore, 1995) 628pp., ISBN: 9789810222727

J. Ellis, ‘Future Perspectives at CERN’, plenary presentation, CERN-TH/2002-119, doi: 
10.1007/10857580_32, arXiv: astro-ph/0206054v1 (4 June 2002), bibcode: 2003acfp.conf..381E; pp. 
381–396 in ESO Astrophys. Symp. 16: Astronomy, Cosmology and Fundamental Physics, Proc. 
ESO/CERN/ESA Symposium, Garching, Germany, 4–7 March 2002, Eds. P.A. Shaver, L. DiLella, 
and A. Giménez (Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 8 November 2003) xxii, 506pp., doi: 
10.1007/b82980, ISBN: 978-3-540-40179-7 (hardcover), ISBN: 978-3-642-07281-9 (softcover), 
ISBN: 978-3-540-44851-8 (ebook), bibcode: 2003acfp.conf.....S

J. Ellis, ‘Looking Back at the First Decade of 21st-Century High-Energy Physics’, 
CERN-TH/2002-189, doi: 10.1142/9789812704917_0014, arXiv: hep-ph/0208109v1 (12 August 
2002), bibcode: 2003stph.conf...88E; pp. 88–105 in Proc. First International Conference on String 
Phenomenology, Oxford, 6–11 July 2002, Eds. S.A. Abel, A.E. Faraggi, A. Ibarra, and M. Plümacher 
(World Scientific, Singapore, March 2003) xi, 364pp., ISBN: 978-981-238-327-3 (hardcover), ISBN: 
978-981-4486-34-7 (ebook), ISBN: 978-981-270-491-7 (ebook for institutions), bibcode: 
2003stph.conf.....A

J. Ellis, ‘From HERA to the LHC’, plenary presentation, CERN-PH-TH/2005-243, arXiv: hep-
ph/0512070v1 (5 December 2005), bibcode: 2005hep.ph...12070E; pp. 27–39 in Proc. Hera and the 
LHC: A workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics, CERN, Geneva and DESY, Hamburg, 
26 March 2004 – 24 March 2005, Eds. A. De Roeck and H. Jung (CERN, Geneva, 14 December 2005) 
xv, 632pp., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-001, doi: 10.5170/CERN-2005-014, ISBN: 
9789290832652, arXiv: hep-ph/0601012v3 (31 January 2006), arXiv: hep-ph/0601013v3 (31 January 
2006), bibcode: 2006hep.ph....1012A, bibcode: 2006hep.ph....1013A; presentation slides

J. Ellis, ‘Beyond the standard model with the LHC’, in Nature Insight: The Large Hadron Collider, 
Nature 448 Issue 7151 (19 July 2007) pp. 297–301, doi: 10.1038/nature06079, bibcode: 
2007Natur.448..297E

J. Ellis, ‘Viewpoint: A vision for the future of CERN’, CERN Courier 48(4) (May 2008, online 16 April 
2008) p. 38, CDS: 1734221, <http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/33814> [archived by WebCite 
on 31 August 2014 ∆]

[16] The relevant references are:

P. Braun-Munzinger, K. Redlich, and J. Stachel, ‘Particle Production in Heavy Ion Collisions’, doi: 
10.1142/9789812795533_0008, arXiv: nucl-th/0304013v1 (3 April 2003), bibcode: 
2004qgp..conf..491B; pp. 491–599 in Quark–Gluon Plasma 3, Eds. R.C. Hwa and X.-N. Wang 
(World Scientific, Singapore, January 2004) 788pp., doi: 10.1142/5029, ISBN: 978-981-238-077-7 
(hardcover), ISBN: 978-981-4488-08-2 (ebook), ISBN: 978-981-279-553-3 (ebook for institutions), 
bibcode: 2004qgp..conf.....H

J. Bakker et al., Eds., ‘First Three Years of Operation of RHIC’, Nucl. Phys. A 757(1–2) (8 August 
2005, online 23 June 2005) pp. 1–284, doi: 10.1016/S0375-9474(05)00922-X, bibcode: 
2005NuPhA.757D...9., containing:

I. Arsene et al. (BRAHMS collaboration), ‘Quark–gluon plasma and color glass condensate at 
RHIC? The perspective from the BRAHMS experiment’, (online 10 March 2005) pp. 1–27, doi: 
10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2005.02.130, arXiv: nucl-ex/0410020v1 (14 October 2004), bibcode: 
2005NuPhA.757....1A

B.B. Back et al. (PHOBOS Collaboration), ‘The PHOBOS perspective on discoveries at RHIC’, 
(online 13 April 2005) pp. 28–101, doi: 10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2005.03.084, arXiv: nucl-
ex/0410022v2 (28 March 2005), bibcode: 2005NuPhA.757...28B
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http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2004qgp..conf.....H
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http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2004qgp..conf..491B
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-th/0304013v1
http://doi.org/10.1142/9789812795533_0008
http://www.webcitation.org/query?url=http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/33814&date=2014-08-31
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/33814
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1734221
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2007Natur.448..297E
http://doi.org/10.1038/nature06079
http://indico.cern.ch/event/a05611/session/9/contribution/s10t7/material/0/1.pdf
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006hep.ph....1013A
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006hep.ph....1012A
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601013v3
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601012v3
http://doi.org/10.5170/CERN-2005-014
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2005hep.ph...12070E
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512070v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512070v1
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003stph.conf.....A
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003stph.conf...88E
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0208109v1
http://doi.org/10.1142/9789812704917_0014
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003acfp.conf.....S
http://doi.org/10.1007/b82980
http://www.eso.org/sci/meetings/2002/symp2002.html
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003acfp.conf..381E
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0206054v1
http://doi.org/10.1007/10857580_32
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1995hep.ph....3426E
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9503426v1


J. Adams et al. (STAR Collaboration), ‘Experimental and theoretical challenges in the search 
for the quark–gluon plasma: The STAR Collaboration’s critical assessment of the evidence 
from RHIC collisions’, (online 17 May 2005) pp. 102–183, doi: 
10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2005.03.085, arXiv: nucl-ex/0501009v3 (26 April 2005), bibcode: 
2005NuPhA.757..102A

K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration), ‘Formation of dense partonic matter in relativistic 
nucleus–nucleus collisions at RHIC: Experimental evaluation by the PHENIX Collaboration’, 
(online 17 May 2005) pp. 184–283, doi: 10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2005.03.086, arXiv: nucl-
ex/0410003v3 (25 March 2005), bibcode: 2005NuPhA.757..184A

M.A. Lisa, S. Pratt, R. Soltz, and U.A. Wiedemann, ‘Femtoscopy in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions: 
Two Decades of Progress’, Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 55 (December 2005) pp. 357–402, doi: 
10.1146/annurev.nucl.55.090704.151533, arXiv: nucl-ex/0505014v2 (6 September 2005), bibcode: 
2005ARNPS..55..357A

A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger, and J. Stachel, ‘Hadron production in central nucleus–nucleus 
collisions at chemical freeze-out’, Nucl. Phys. A 772(3–4) (June 2006, online 18 April 2006) pp. 
167–199, doi: 10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2006.03.012, arXiv: nucl-th/0511071v3 (27 March 2006), 
bibcode: 2006NuPhA.772..167A

N. Borghini and U.A. Wiedemann, ‘Predictions for the LHC heavy ion programme’, arXiv: 
0707.0564v1 [hep-ph] (4 July 2007), bibcode: 2008JPhG...35b3001B

B.I. Abelev et al. (STAR Collaboration), ‘Strangelet search in Au+Au collisions at √sNN  = 200 GeV’, 

Phys. Rev. C 76(1) (25 July 2007) id. 011901(R) 5pp., doi: 10.1103/PhysRevC.76.011901, arXiv: 
nucl-ex/0511047v2 (1 August 2007), bibcode: 2007PhRvC..76a1901A

H. Liu (for the STAR Collaboration), ‘Light Nuclei Production in Au+Au 200 GeV Collisions at RHIC’, 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E 16(10) (November 2007) pp. 3280–3285, doi: 10.1142/S0218301307009257, 
bibcode: 2007IJMPE..16.3280L

Note: While the article by Takahashi et al. was published after the release of [35], their results 
had already been presented at the ‘XVI Particles and Nuclei International Conference’ (PANIC 
’02) held in the fall of 2002. Their results were based on earlier research conducted at the 
proton synchrotron of the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK-PS) in 
Tsukuba, Japan.

H. Takahashi et al. (E373 Collaboration), ‘Observation of Double-hypernuclei and Λ–Λ Interaction’, 
Proc. XVI Particles and Nuclei International Conference (PANIC ’02), Osaka, Japan, 30 September – 
4 October 2002, Nucl. Phys. A 721 (30 June 2003, online 11 September 2003) pp. 951c–954c, doi: 
10.1016/S0375-9474(03)01249-1, bibcode: 2003NuPhA.721..951T

Note: The analysis by V.I. Kolesnikov of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in 
Russia on the production of 3He and t in Pb–Pb collisions at SPS energies was based on data 
collected at CERN before the publication of the first LHC safety report.

V.I. Kolesnikov (for the NA49 Collaboration), ‘Anti-nuclei and nuclei production in Pb+Pb collisions at 
CERN SPS energies’, arXiv: 0710.5118v1 [nucl-ex] (26 October 2007), bibcode: 
2008JPhCS.110c2010K

[17] E.E. Johnson, ‘The Black Hole Case: The Injunction Against the End of the World’, Tenn. L. Rev. 
76(4) (Summer 2009) pp. 819–908, arXiv: 0912.5480v2 [physics.soc-ph] (31 December 2009), 
SSRN: 1533367 (10 January 2010), bibcode: 2009arXiv0912.5480J

[18] State Secretariat for Education and Research (SER), ‘Die Schweizer Forschung ist 
wettbewerbsfähig: Eine Zwischenbilanz der Schweizer Assoziation ans 6. EU-
Forschungsrahmenprogramm’, SBF NEWS SER 2006(2) (August 2006) pp. 2–3, 
<http://edudoc.ch/record/24835/files/News_2006_02_d.pdf>

[19] S. Spengler, ‘Genfer Forscher starten am 1. August ein Mega-Experiment: Kritiker: Da droht ein 
«Schwarzes Loch»!’, Blick, 7 July 2008, <http://www.blick.ch/news/schweiz/genfer-forscher-starten-
am-1-august-ein-mega-experiment-kritiker-da-droht-ein-schwarzes-loch-id165515.html> [archived by 
WebCite on 31 August 2014 ∆]
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[20] C. Seife, with reporting by P. Bagla, ‘CERN Gets New Head’, Science/AAAS, 16 December 2002, 
<http://news.sciencemag.org/2002/12/cern-gets-new-head> [archived by WebCite on 31 August 2014 ∆]

[21] CERN, ‘Council of the Organization and its Committees 2008’, Annual Report of the European 
Organization for Nuclear Research 54, ch. 9, pp. 44–45, 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/1541147/files/2008_E_ch9.pdf> [archived by WebCite on 31 August 2014 ∆]

[22] CERN Press Office, ‘CERN Council looks forward to LHC start-up’, CERN, 20 June 2008, 
<http://press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2008/06/cern-council-looks-forward-lhc-start> [archived by 
WebCite on 31 August 2014 ∆]

[23] Concerning the subsidiary nature of the SPC and the related involvement in LHC research and 
promotion at the time of the 'SPC report on LSAG Report', or prior to it, by its authoring SPC 
members, see:

CERN Council, ‘Welcome to the Scientific Policy Committee’, CERN, last updated 14 October 2008, 
<http://council.web.cern.ch/council/en/SPC/SPCWelcome.html> [archived by WebCite on 31 August 
2014 ∆]

Note: The SPC authors of the 'SPC Report on LSAG Documents' is given here:
P. Braun-Munzinger, M. Cavalli-Sforza, G. t Hooft, B. Webber and F. Zwirner, 'SPC Report on LSAG 
Documents', CERN, Geneva, 2008, 4 pp. pdf, <http://cds.cern.ch/record/1113558/files/cer-
002766289.pdf>, CDS: 1113558

For three examples of P. Braun-Munzinger's LHC research see:

R. Bailhache; P. Braun-Munzinger (consultant for PhD), 'Calibration of the ALICE transition radiation 
detector and a study of Z0 and heavy quark production in pp collisions at the LHC', Technische 
Universität Darmstadt, presented on 1 December 2008, pp.210 pdf, PhD, CERN-THESIS-2008-143, 
<http://cds.cern.ch/record/1320722/files/CERN-THESIS-2008-143.pdf>, CDS: 1320722

Note: P. Braun-Munzinger is listed for the ALICE Collaboration here:
ALICE Collaboration, 'ALICE forward detectors: FMD, TO and VO : Technical Design Report', CERN, 
Geneva, pp.174, submitted on 10 September 2004, ALICE-TDR-11; CERN-LHCC-2004-025, 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/781854/files/lhcc-2004-025.pdf>, CDS: 781954

Note: The abstract link of the Dellacasa et al. paper below indicates that the server for CERN's 
ALICE experiment provides reference to P. Munzinger-Braun as 'Responsible at CERN':
G. Dellacasa, G (et al.); P. Braun-Munzinger, 'ALICE: a transition radiation detector for electron 
identification within the ALICE central detector - an addendum to the Technical Proposal' CERN, 
Geneva, (7 May 1999), CERN-LHCC-99-013, LHCC-P-3-Add-2, Part 1: 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/401988/files/SC00001066.pdf>, Part 2: 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/401988/files/SC00001067.pdf>, Abstract from ALICE server: 
<http://consult.cern.ch/alice/Documents/1999/03/abstract>, CDS: 401988

For three examples of M. Cavalli-Sforza's LHC research, see:

M. Cavalli Sforza, 'Collaboration Board decisions on ATLAS organization in 1998/1999', CERN, 
Geneva, (10 January 2000), pp.2 pdf, ATL-GEN-2000-001, 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/683994/files/gen-2000-001.pdf>, CDS: 683994 [Archived by WebCite on 
27 November 2014 ∆]

Note: M. Cavalli-Sforza is listed for the ATLAS Collaboration in both papers below:

(ATLAS Collaboration), 'Design, Construction and Installation of the ATLAS Hadronic Barrel 
Scintillator-Tile Calorimeter', CERN, Geneva, pp.21 pdf (29 November 2007), ATL-TILECAL-PUB-
2008-001; ATL-COM-TILECAL-2007-019, <https://cds.cern.ch/record/1071921/files/cer-
002727517.pdf>, CDS: 1071921

(ATLAS Collaboration), 'Expected performance of the ATLAS experiment: detector, trigger and 
physics', CERN, Geneva, 2009, 3 vol., CERN-OPEN-2008-020, 
<https://cds.cern.ch/record/1125884/files/CERN-OPEN-2008-020.pdf> arXiv: 0901.0512, (14 Aug 
2009), ISBN: 9789290833215, CDS: 1125884
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